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Series Description

This series consists of Space Shuttle prime, backup, and emergency landing site files collected by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Headquarters archivists for inclusion in the Historical Reference Collection. Records contain materials collected from the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF), Office of Space Flight (OSF), contractor historians, and NASA retirees reflecting and supporting policy studies and analysis; files on program development; correspondence, and memoranda between NASA officials, private sources, and other U.S. Government agencies; records of official meetings; oral histories and speeches given before various organizations. Specifically, this series contains correspondence files; reports;
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meeting files; speeches; NASA and State Department negotiations for international Space Shuttle emergency landing sites; and Shuttle emergency landing site selection.

**General Notes**

NASA official records relating to the Space Shuttle program are held in the National Archives at College Park, MD (HQ); Atlanta, GA (MSFC, KSC, MTF, and MAF); and Ft. Worth, TX (MSC/JSC).
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**Box and folder list**

**Box 1**

**Shuttle Landing Sites – General**
Space Shuttle Landing Sites – General
Space Shuttle Landing Sites – Agreements

**Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – General**
Revision of Airgram for Emergency Landings 1985

**Shuttle Landing Sites – Geographical**
Guam
Edwards AFB, Calif.
Hickam AFB, Hawaii
Northrop Strip, NM
Fairchild AFB, WA

**Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Geographical**
Space Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Cape Verde

**Box 2**

Space Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Chile – Documentation #1 1984-1985
Space Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Chile – Documentation #2 1985-1986
Space Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Chile – General Iturriaga visit to JSC 1986
Space Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Chile – Easter Island – Cattle Shipment 1986
Chile/Easter Island/Shuttle landing

**Box 3**

**Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Geographical**
Morocco Shuttle Landing Sites part 1
Morocco Shuttle Landing Sites part 2
Gambia
Kadena AB, Okinawa
Space Shuttle Emergency Landing Sites – Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Dakar, Senegal
Rota NS, Spain
Incirlik, Turkey